Contextual multi-armed bandit (MAB) achieves cutting-edge performance on a variety of problems. When it comes to real-world scenarios such as recommendation system and online advertising, however, it is essential to consider the resource consumption of exploration. In practice, there is typically non-zero cost associated with executing a recommendation (arm) in the environment, and hence, the policy should be learned with a fixed exploration cost constraint. It is challenging to learn a global optimal policy directly, since it is a NP-hard problem and significantly complicates the exploration and exploitation trade-off of bandit algorithms. Existing approaches focus on solving the problems by adopting the greedy policy which estimates the expected rewards and costs and uses a greedy selection based on each arm's expected reward/cost ratio using historical observation until the exploration resource is exhausted. However, existing methods are hard to extend to infinite time horizon, since the learning process will be terminated when there is no more resource. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical adaptive contextual bandit method (HATCH) to conduct the policy learning of contextual bandits with a budget constraint. HATCH adopts an adaptive method to allocate the exploration resource based on the remaining resource/time and the estimation of reward distribution among different user contexts. In addition, we utilize full of contextual feature information to find the best personalized recommendation. Finally, in order to prove the theoretical guarantee, we present a regret bound analysis and prove that HATCH achieves a regret bound as low as O( √ T ). The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed method on both synthetic data sets and the real-world applications.
INTRODUCTION
The multi-armed bandit (MAB) is a typical sequential decision problem, in which an agent receives a random reward by playing one of K arms at each round and try to maximize its cumulative reward. A lot of real world applications can be modeled as MAB problems, such as news recommendation [18] [31] [24] , auction mechanism design [21] , online advertising [9] [25] [22] [19] . Some works make full use of the observed d dimension features associated with the bandit learning, referred to as contextual multi-armed bandits.
We focus on the bandit problems on the user recommendation under resource constraints. It is common in real-world scenarios such as online advertising and recommendation system. Most of methods not only focus on improving the number of orders and clicks but also balance the exploration-exploitation trade-off within a limit exploration resource so that CTR(click/impression) and purchase rate are considered. Since the impressions of users are almost fixed in a certain scope(budget), it can be formulated as the problem of increasing the number of clicks under a budget scope. Thus, it is necessary to conduct the policy learning under constrained resources which indicates that cumulative displays of all items (arms) can not exceed a fixed budget within a given time horizon. In our scenarios, each action is treated as one recommendation and the total number of impressions as the limited budget. To enhance CTR, we treat every recommendation equally and formulate it as unit-cost for each arm. While, there exist some scenarios that cost can not be treated equally, such as advertising bidding. Advertising positions and recommendations are decided by dynamical pricing, which is associated with the field of Game Theory [21] .
In this study, we aim at learning the policy to maximize the expected feedback like Click Through Rate (CTR) under exploration constraints. It can be formed as a constrained bandit problem. In such settings, the algorithm recommends an item (arm) for the incoming context in each round, and observes a feedback reward. Meanwhile, the execution of the action will produce the cost, a unit cost, which means exploration of policy learning brings resource consumption. There are a lot of studies on Resource-Constrained Bandits problem. [5] formulates a constraint multi-armed bandits as the bandits with knapsacks, which combines stochastic integer programming with online learning. And more recently, [6] proposed a near-optimal MAB regret under the resource constraint combined arXiv:2004.01136v2 [cs. LG] 6 Apr 2020 with contextual setting of fixed resource and time-horizon bandits. [7] proposed that when constraint is not time and resource, it considers the influences of humans behaviours during the policy learning. However, most of existing works focus on MAB problems in a finite state space, without considering user contextual information. Recently, [2] considered the linear contextual bandit problem and adopted a knapsack method while it requires a prior distribution of contextual information and costs depend on contexts but not arms. [26] proposes an adaptive linear programming to solve while it only deals with the UCB setting.
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical adaptive learning structure to dynamically allocate the resource among different user contexts as well as to conduct the policy learning by making full use of the user contextual features. In our method, we not only consider the scale of resource allocation at the global level but the remaining time horizon. The hierarchical learning structure composes of two levels: the higher level is resource allocation level where the proposed method dynamically allocates the resource according to estimation of the user context value and the lower level is personalized recommendation level where our method makes full use of contextual information to conduct the policy learning alternatively. In summary, this study makes following contributions:
• We propose a novel adaptive resource allocation to balance the efficiency of policy learning and exploration resource under the remaining time horizon. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to consider the dynamic resource allocation in the contextual multi-armed bandit problems. • In order to utilize the contextual information for users , we propose a hierarchical adaptive contextual bandits method (HATCH), estimating the reward distribution of user contexts to allocate the resources dynamically and employ user contextual features for personalized recommendation. • To demonstrate the regret guarantee of the proposed method, we present an analysis of regret bound and give a theoretically proof that HATCH has a regret bound of O(
We define a bandit problem with limited resource and review some existing methods in Section 2. Then we propose a new framework HATCH and give a detailed description in Section 3. We give a regret analyze of HATCH in Section 4. Experiment results are shown in Section 5. Finally, we make a conclusion of this paper in Section 6.
RELATED WORK & PRELIMINARIES 2.1 Multi-armed Bandits
Multi-armed bandits (MAB) problem is a typical sequential decision making process which is also treated as an online decision making problems. Bandit algorithm updates the parameters based on the feedback from the environment, and the cumulative regret measures the effect of policy learning. A number of non-linear algorithms have been proposed to solve this kind of problems [11] [14] [20] [16] [29] . In additions, there are a lot of studies on the linear contextual bandits [18] [1][30] [9] . MAB draws attention to a wide range of applications such as online recommendation system [18] [23] [13] , online advertising [8] and information retrieval [12] . It provides solutions of exploration-exploitation tradeoffs. Nowadays, MAB develop a lot of branches during the time, .,'
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,' Figure 1 : The framework of proposed HATCH: Environments provide historical user contextual features (include the mapping of user class distribution ϕ and user class center X , which gained by a clustering method with massive historical user contextual data). In round t, firstly, the agent observe a user context (x t ), and get the class center ( x t ). Then, resource allocation level calculate the probability of retaining current context(retain current context with probably (p t )). Finally, personal recommendation level will choose an action according to the the estimation of the expect reward of each arms. After executing this action in the environment, the environment give a feedback (r t ) to the agent and update the parameters ( θ, θ ) in the algorithm.
such as resource constraints bandits [5] , multi player bandits [28] and balanced bandits [10] .
Contextual Bandits
Contextual bandits [4, 17] utilize the contextual feature information to make the choice of the best arm to play in the current round. The extra feature information, known as 'context' are necessary in a lot of applications. To a large extent, it enhances the performance of bandits with relevant contextual information. In the generalized contextual multi-armed bandit problems, the agent observes a d-dimensional feature vector before making decision in round t. During the learning stage, the agent learns the relationship between contexts and rewards (payoffs). Contextual Thompson Sampling [3] , LinUCB [18] , LinPRUCB [9] analyzes the linear payoff functions. This paper is also based on the assumption of linear payoff function like LinUCB and focuses on the resource constraints situation. We briefly describe settings and formulation of LinUCB as follows:
• We are in a k armed stochastic bandit system in each round t, the agent observes an action set A t while the user feature context x t arrives independently. • Based on observed payoffs in previous trials, the agent calculates the expectation of reward, which denotes as r t,a t and the reward is modeled as a linear function E[r t |x t,a t ] = x ⊤ t,a t θ * a . After choosing an arm to play, it will receive the payoff cost cost x t ,a t . If the agent does not choose any arms, we denote it as a t = 0, then cost x t ,a t = 0.
• The agent chooses an arm a t ∈ A t by selecting the arm with maximum expected value at trial t.
Bandit problems with resource constraints
The resource-constrained multi-armed bandits are a family of bandits problem for conducting the policy learning in real-world scenarios, and choosing each arm to play will bring with the determined cost. It is crucial to leverage the performance of policy learning as well as the available exploration resources. Previous works mainly focus on solving the problem in a finite state space of MAB setting with finite time horizon, including dynamic ads allocation with advertisers [25] , multi-play budgeted MAB [28] , thompson sampling to budgeted MAB [27] and so on. [2, 6] propose an algorithm which uses a knapsack method to address the problems in linear contextual bandits, it requires a prior distribution of contextual. [26] proposed a linear programming method to dynamically allocate the resource. However, this kind of method may not be suitable for infinite amount of contextual information in feature space.
METHOD
In this section, we present a hierarchical adaptive framework to balance the efficiency of policy learning and exploration of resources. We first introduce the setting of budget constraint in the contextual bandits problem. Suppose that the total time-horizon is T and total amount of resource B is given, the total t-trial payoff is defined as T t =1 r t,a t in the learning process. We denote the total optimal payoff as U * (T 
Thus, the objective is to maximize the total payoff during T rounds under the constraints of exploration resource and time-horizon, we formulate the objective function as follows:
where c x t ,a t is the associated cost when playing the arm a t for context x t at the t-th round. As a consequence, we denote the regret of the problem as follows:
The objective function can be reformulated to minimize the regret R(T , B). In this paper, we propose a hierarchical structure to allocate the resource reasonably as well as to optimize the policy learning efficiently. In the upper level, our proposed HATCH adopts the adaptive resource allocation by considering the aspects of both users' information and remaining time/budget, balancing the payoff and gained reward distribution. In the lower level, HATCH utilizes the contextual information to predict the expectation of reward and make the decision to maximize the reward with the constraint of allocated exploration resource.
Resource allocation globally
It is challenging to directly allocate the resources for exploration since we should not only consider the remaining time horizon but also the distribution of users' contextual information. It is a typical NP-hard problem because of infinite contextual state space and unknown reward distribution with time. It is a challenge to conduct the policy learning since the feedback reward distribution is dynamic within the constraint of allowed exploration resource. To simplify the problem, we divide the resource allocation process in two steps: the first one is to evaluate the user context distribution, we employ the massive historical logging dataset to map the user feature as state information into finite classes and evaluate contextual distribution. Then we dynamically allocate the resource by the expectation value of different user classes. We adopt an adaptive linear programming to solve the resource allocation problem. However, in real-world scenarios, the expectation of reward might not be obtained directly. Thus, we employ linear function to estimate the expectation of values. This alternative updating process can leverage the remaining exploration resource and obtained rewards.
3.1.1 Dynamically resource allocation with expected reward. The exploration resource and time horizon might grow to infinite with the proportion of ρ = B/T , Linear Programming (LP) proved to be efficient to solve it [26] . When fixing the average resource constraint as B/T , LP function provides a policy whether choosing or skipping actions recommended by MAB. Further more, considering that remaining resource is changing constantly during the learning process, we replace resource B with b and time T with time remaining τ , which denote the remaining resource and remaining time-horizon in the t-th round. As a consequence, the averaged resource constraint can be replaced as ρ = b τ /τ . We use a Dynamic Resource Allocation method (DRA) to address the dynamic average resource constraint. Different with [26] , the contexts' space in our study are infinite, which could not be presented numerically. We give some notation firstly. We denote J as finite user class which are clustered by the observed user contextual distribution. When executing the action a t in round t, there will be unit-costs of environment resource, which means that if the action is not dummy (a t 0) and is selected to execute, then the cost is equals to 1. In our recommendation framework, the actions will consume resources such as constraint number of display of the items. The quality of user class j is captured by u j and is called expect reward of j. Then for every user classes, the probability of occurrence is defined by a map ϕ j (x) that means when the agent get an observation, it will find the class of this context and get probability of occurrence of this class by the distribution ϕ j (x). In reality, the expected reward value are constants for each user class. We rank them by descending order: u 1 > u 2 > ... > u J , where u 1 is the largest one and u J is the smallest one among them. Unfortunately, we could not obtain the u directly so that different with [26] , we defineû j as estimated reward for the class j by linear function. In recommendation scenarios we focus on, there exists an assumption, that is Assumption 1 For any user class, in a time series T , the distribution ϕ j (x) will not drift:
This assumption is intrinsic since user feature contexts x are influenced only by user preference rather than the policy.
The objective of DRA is to make a decision whether the algorithm in the current round should retain the arm selection under the resource constraints or not. Let p j ∈ [0, 1] be the probability that DRA retains the recommended arm at person level. We denote the probability vector as P = (p 1 , p 2 ..., p J ). For given resource B and time-horizon T , DRA can be formulated as follows:
ϕ j ′ ≤ ρ}, which represents a threshold of averaged budget. Like the formulation in [26] , the optimal solution of DRA can be summarized as following:
We denote p j (ρ) as the solution of eq.1 and v(ρ) as the maximum expected reward in a single round within averaged resource. However, in real-world scenarios, it can not guarantee a static ratio of resource and time horizon. Thus, we replace the static ratio ρ as b τ /τ , where b τ and τ represent the remaining resources and time in round t.
Estimate expected rewards of user classes.
To solve the problem that u j is difficult to obtain in real-world scenarios, we should estimate the expectation of u j . Firstly, we map the observed user context into finite user classes. For each user class, there is a representation center point which is denoted by x and j is the j-th cluster. When observing a context x t in round t, it will automatically map to x t and we estimate the value (û t, j ) for this observation.
We adopt a linear function to estimate the expectation reward:
E[u| x] = x ⊤ θ j between the contextual information x and the reward r . We normalize the parameters with ∥x ∥ ≤ 1 and ∥ θ ∥ ≤ 1. We set the matrix X j = [ x 1 , x 1 ... x t ] to denote all the historical observations of the user class j, where ∥ x ∥ ≤ 1 and every vector in X j is equal to x j .
When formulating reward evaluate function of each user class as a ridge regression, we can get the following equation:
The regret of each round can bounded by a confidence interval:
We use the estimated expectation of rewardû t, j = x ⊤ j θ t, j to solve DRA and get thep x to allocate the resource.
The following property for estimation processing is crucial to guarantee regret bound of proposed HATCH. When the number of times to execute the algorithm is larger than a constant, the algorithm can get the correct order of u.
Algorithm 1 Hierarchical AdapTive Conextual bandit metHod (HATCH)
Require: λ,B, A, α, α 1: Init τ = T , b = B,û 0, j = 1 2: Map the historical context into finite user class set J , obtain ϕ for each user class distribution. 3 
Observe the context information x t , get the context class j of x t , and obtain the mapped user class context x t .
7:
Get action a by calculate the eq.4 8: if b > 0 then 9: Obtain the probabilitiesp j (b/τ ) by solving DRA(τ , b) and with u replaced byû.
10:
Take action a with probabilityp j (b/τ ) 11: end if 12: Observe reward r t,a from the environment. 13 :
A t, j,a ← λI + X ⊤ t, j,a X t, j,a 22: θ t, j,a ← A −1 t, j,a X t, j,a Y t, j,a 23: end for Lemma 1 For two user class pairs (j, j ′ ), let N j (t − 1) be the number that j-th class appears until round t − 1. If the expectation of reward satisfies u j < u j ′ , then for any t ≤ T ,
Most of proofs are shown in appendix section. Lemma 1 illustrates that when the algorithm executed for N times, the order of estimation of reward expectation is the same as the actual order of it.
Personalized recommendation level
In the personalized recommendation and policy learning level, we utilize the full user contextual information x t to conduct the policy learning and recommend the best action to play. Following the setting of contextual bandit from [1] , we use a linear function to fit the model of context and reward: E[r |x t ] = x ⊤ t θ t, j,a . We set the personal information context matrix as
where x t is in user class j and choose the action a.
Similar with eq.2, we have the policy coefficient vector in the j-th class with a-th action:
where A t, j,a = (λI + X ⊤ t, j,a X t, j,a ). We set r = x ⊤ t θ * j,a + ϵ, supposing that ϵ is 1-sub-gaussian independent zero-mean random variable, where E[ϵ] = 0 and θ * j,a denotes the expect value of θ .
We choose the arm which maximum reward expectation in the action set A :
where δ is a hyperparameter and λ > 0 is a regularized parameter. Then, we use the p j calculated by DRA to decide whether to execute the action a * t or not. The whole process of the proposed HATCH method is illustrated in Algorithm 1 and the algorithm pipeline is shown in Figure 1 .
REGRET ANALYZE OF HIERARCHICAL ADAPTIVE CONTEXTUAL BANDITS
In this section, we present a theoretical analysis on the regret bound of our proposed HATCH. In round t, the upper bound is summarized as follows:
where u * j,t = max a ∈A x ⊤ t, j,a θ * j,a denotes the optimal reward for personalized recommendation level in round t. The regret of our algorithm is:
Theorem 1 Given ϕ j , u j and a fixed ρ ∈ (0, 1), let ∆ j = in f {|u j ′ − u j |}, where j ′ ∈ J and j ′ j. Then let q j = j j ′ =1 ϕ j ′ . For any j ∈ {1, 2, ...J }, the regret of HATCH satisfies: 1)(Non-boundary cases) if ρ q j for any j ∈ {1, 2...J }, then
The sketch of proofing include three step.
Step 1: Partition of regret . We divide the regret into two parts. E[N j (T )] denotes the expected number of times that the j-th user class is allocated resource when order error occur. And N j is the total number that class j is allocated resources until round T :
where u * j = u j,a * = u j +η * , η * is a random variable which measures the difference of expected reward between user class j and optimal selected action a * for x t, j .
Step 2: Bound of R (1) (T , B) :
where
Most part of proofs are shown in appendix section.
Step 3: Bound of R (2) (T , B) :
In our method, actually, the estimation of resource allocation level can be treated as a Bernoulli trial. For personalized recommendation level, the recommendation is a linear contextual bandits trial. Each arm in each user class has optimal expect reward. In HATCH, we use linear contextual bandits to evaluate expected rewards and the intrinsic user preference (θ * ), which defined by arms' property in each user class. It means that η * are known constant which is lower than a positive number, η * ≤ C.
In this study, R (2) (T , B) is only associated with global level user classes since we use the estimation of u j to solve DRA and getp. Thus, all the errors in this part come from the order error ofû. The error includes three events: the first one is roughly correct order event during the learning process, the other two are incorrect classes order situations which are defined as follows [26] :
Define that v * (τ , b τ ) = J j=1 p j (b τ /τ )ϕ j u * j , where u * j = u j +η * . The single-round difference between the algorithm and upper bound v(ρ) is
Then we have R (2) 
Considering all the possible situations, the expectation can be rewritten as
Letū = J j=0 u j . We can get the upper bound of R (2) (T , B) in our setting in two cases:
Non-boundary cases:
Most part of proof are shown in appendix section.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct two groups of experiments to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The first one is a synthetic experiment and the other is conducted on the Yahoo! Today data set. The implementation details are available on the GitHub. 1 
Synthetic evaluation
For synthetic evaluation, we build a synthetic data generator. We set the dimension of each generated context is dim = 5 and the value range of each dimension is in [0, 1]. We set J = 10 as the number of user classes and K = 10 arms with the reward generated from a normal distribution. Then we set the distribution of user class is [0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.15, 0.2, 0.2, 0.15, 0.075, 0.05, 0.025] and the expected reward u j of each user class is a random number in 1 https://github.com/ymy4323460/HATCH [0, 1]. Each arm has its random expected reward number σ j,a which is the sum of user class expected reward and arm expected reward (u j,a = u j + σ j,a ). Every dimension in weights w j,a are random in [0, 1] and ∥w j,a ∥ ≤ 1. We sampled 30000 synthetic contexts from data generator with the distribution ϕ and we denote X j as context set of class j. Rewards of a context have 10 number corresponding to 10 arms and they are generated from normal distributions with the mean of u j,a +x j w j,a and variance of 1. Rewards are normalized be 0 or 1. Experiments are conducted by comparing with state-of-the-art algorithms. The methods and setting are described as follows: greedy-LinUCB [18] adopts the LinUCB strategy and chooses the best arm in each turn when the choice is executed, consuming one unit of resource. This process will keep running until the resource is exhausted.
random-LinUCB is the LinUCB algorithm which choose the best arm in each turn. The choice is executed with the probability of ρ = (b τ /τ ). The resource allocation strategy is straightforward but it reduces the probability to miss high valuable contexts in the long time horizon.
cluster-UCB-ALP [26] proposes an adaptive dynamic linear programming method for UCB problems. For synthetic evaluation, we use the index of user class as the input at round t. This method only counts the reward and the number of occurrences for each user class and will not use class features due to the UCB setting.
Since the regrets of all the methods are not identical, we compare the accumulate regret (the optimal reward minus the reward of executed actions) when the choices are executed. We set four different scenarios with time and budget constraints: ρ = {0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5} with different execution rounds (10000, 20000, 30000).
In Figure 2 , we can observe that HATCH achieves the lowest cumulative regrets among all the methods. In addition, when the budget-time ratio ρ is gets larger, the regrets become larger.
In all conditions, the regret of HATCH in Figure 2 is lower than random-LinUCB which indicates our algorithm retain the high valuable user contexts' choice. The charts show that our algorithm performs better than cluster UCB-ALP, because context have lots of information that UCB setting can not utilize and the regret of UCB-ALP is higher than other linear contextual methods. The regret of random-LinUCB is close to greedy-LinUCB. The difference between greedy-LinUCB and random-LinUCB is that greedy-LinUCB spent all the resource in early time and the resource usage is more uniform in random-LinUCB. For the synthetic data, the reward function is nearly static during all learning rounds. Thus, learning in the early time (greedy-LinUCB) seems to be the same as random resource allocation strategy. However, in real-time setting, this distribution might not be stable during the learning process.
Experiments on Yahoo! Today Module
The second group of experiments are conducted on the real-world scenarios which involve news article recommendation in the âĂĲ-Today ModuleâĂİ, a common benchmark to verify performance of recommendation algorithms. Data are collected from on the Yahoo! front page 2 . When users visit this module, it will display highquality news articles from candidate articles list. The data set are We random select T = 1.28M events with the top 6 recommended articles and fully shuffled these data before conducting the learning process. We use half of contextual feature dataset to obtain a pre-defined mapping method. Here we choose Gaussian Mixture Model as mapping method in our system, denoted by G(x). We set J = 10 cluster centers (The number of contextual centers is suggested to be larger than the feature dimension). The distribution of all clusters is denoted by ϕ which provided by GMM.
Evaluator: we evaluate the algorithm in the offline setting. We use the strategy of reject sampling from the historical data as [18] . However, this kind of samples and evaluate strategy is not suitable for our setting. In our setting, the user classes must have a determined distribution during the learning process. In the setting of rejected sample evaluation in [18] , the distribution of context class sometimes are not stable at the early time and it will lead to the choice of arms concentrates on several arms. For example, if algorithm chooses the best arm a and this user context-arm pair did not occur in historical data, this context will be thrown away, causing the user classes distribution to drift at the early time and it leads to the large variance of experiments result. Thus, we propose a new evaluation function to select data in a static user class distribution.
We show the evaluation strategy in Algorithm 2, adjusting reject sampling evaluation proposed by [18] to fit our setting.
The evaluation process is summarized as follows: Put the x whose class is j into bucket j 7: end for 8: for t = 1,2 ...T do 9: sample a user class j via distribution ϕ 10:
repeat 11: sample event (x t , a t , r t ) from bucket j 12: until p(h t −1 , x) equals to a t 13: h t ← [h t −1 : (x t , a t , r t )]
14:
R t ← R t −1 + r a 15: delete (x t , a t , r t ) from bucket j 16: end for 17: Output: average reward = R t /T
• We map all the historical contextual user classes into J buckets and initialize them as empty at the beginning. • Put the context of user class j into data bucket bucket j . In each round, we sample a user class j by the distribution ϕ. • Then we sample data randomly from the bucket j and choose the arm recommended by the current bandit algorithm. If the selected arm is not the same as the arm in the sampled event, the evaluator will re-sample another event from bucket j until the selected arm is the same as the sampled arm. • Put the current event (x t , a t , r t ) into historical data set h t .
• Conduct the policy learning by using the data set.
Experiments on logging data set : We set a group of experiments on historical logging data. We compare our method (HATCH) with three baselines mentioned in synthetic experiments. Baselines are random-LinUCB, gready-LinUCB and cluster-UCB-ALP algorithm by using the evaluation strategy in Algorithm 2. The evaluate metric is to compare averaged reward (CTR) in this experiment.
For each experiment of the four methods, we set the round number as 50000 since the number of valid sample events (not dropped by the evaluation algorithm) of four methods are all around 70000 events. It is reasonable that we are able to evaluate all the comparison algorithms with 50000 rounds and all of the algorithms will have stable performance.
In addition, we set the parameter α = 1 for random-LinUCB, greedy-LinUCB as well as HATCH algorithm. For HATCH, we keep α as the same in both of resource allocation and personal recommendation level.
We show the trends of averaged reward (CTR) with different round number in Figure 3 and the result of all four methods after executing 50000 rounds in Table 1 .
From Figure 3 and the Table 1 , we can observe that random Lin-UCB performs the worst with all different conditions of ρ. It is not efficient for this method to conduct the exploration in this setting since sometimes it might lose high value contexts which may benefit to the update of parameters. The performance of greedy-LinUCB can be seen in Table 1 , it is better than the performance of random-LinUCB since it has fully explored the environment at the beginning. However, the averaged reward sharply declined when the resource is exhausted. Many of the previous works which adopted this kind of strategy will be not conducive to long-term reward with the constrained exploration resource even if the performance is a little bit better than random-LinUCB. When the environment changes, it might not be flexible to meet the change of reward function for the environment. The proposed HATCH outperforms the other methods in this experiment. The result shows that our algorithm tends to choose the higher valuable contexts to allocate the resource during the learning process, which means it is more reasonable for the exploration and exploitation trade off and it benefits for a longtime exploration in the dynamic algorithm. Cluster-UCB-ALP performs not worst in this setting, which illustrates that allocation strategy via linear programming is reasonable. However, it has the same issues as the experiments on synthetic data, without considering user contextual features, it could not utilize the preference of users for personalized recommendations.
To compare different kinds of resource setting, we set the resource constraint ratio ρ = {0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5}, respectively. From Figure 2 and Table 1 , the averaged reward of our algorithm performs better than other methods in different ratio settings. When ρ is getting larger, the CTR of HATCH becomes higher.
In Figure 4 , we compare the resource allocation rates and the averaged reward distributions among different user classes to analyse the performance of resource allocation strategy and the policy exploration of HATCH. We also illustrate the occupancy rates of different user classes in Table 2 , which are the normalized rates of the number of events that are allocated the resources. In Table  2 , the occupancy rates are decided by the allocation rate and total number of event in each class. Figure 4 illustrates that the allocation rates have positive correlation with averaged rewards. When ρ is smaller (such as ρ = 0.125), which means the allocation level has a larger ability of exploration, it has a higher probability to retain some contexts which might have lower expected value. In Figure  4(a) , the averaged rewards of class 1 and class 8 are almost same, however, the allocation rate of class 1 is larger than that of class 8. It is because that the class 1 has less appearance than class 8, where we can observe that the occupancy rate (Table 2) in class 1 is less than it in class 8 when ρ = 0.125. It means there are less events which are used to update the parameters in class 1 than class 8 so that class 1 has more probability for exploration.
Meanwhile, with the increasing of ρ, the resource allocation rate has increased and appears to be stable because HATCH has learned a more precise expected values for each user class in the allocation level, which means uncertainty is lower than that in smaller ρ. From Table 2 we can find that the occupancy rates of different user class become closer with ρ increasing. The reason is that if we have more data to train a policy, the exploration of the allocation level will be decreased in the end while HATCH shows more tends of exploitation.
APPENDIX 6.1 Proof of Lemma 1
Proof:
Let σ j,t = (1 + α) s j,t ,
In our setting, for each user class j, the text s j,t is identical. Thus, A j,t is a symmetric matrix, and det(A j,t )
where N j (t − 1) denotes the number of times that is allocated the resource until round T . A −1 j,t can be decomposed as A −1 j,t = A ′⊤ j,t A ′ j,t According to the Cauchy-Schwarz:
and according to the Hoeffding's inequality:
is the same as eq.16.
The remaining of the proof refers to the proof of Lemma 1 in [15] . When N j (t − 1) ≥ ⌈ 2loдT (u j −u j ′ ) 2 ⌉, we can get the following:
Proof of Theorem 1
Proof of step 2:
Follow the facts that T t =1 t −1 ≤ 1 + logT . Lemma 2 (referred from Theorem 3 in [1] ) For ∀t ≥ 0 and 1] . Then, with probability at least 1 − δ , the regret R have the upper bound of
Then according to Lemma 2, R (1) (T , B) can be bounded as
Proof of step 3: The process of the proof follows the UCB-ALP [26] . Different with UCB-ALP, the retain probability (p) are calculate by global resource allocation level using user class context. Then we replaced u j in v(ρ) by the best condition u * j .
Non-boundary cases:
We set ε 0 (t) to be the nearly correct order of user class. Then v * (τ , b τ ) = v(b τ /τ ). Let ζ = 1 2 min{ρ − q j(ρ) , q j(ρ)+1 − ρ}, if b ∈ [ρ − ζ , ρ + ζ ], then E[∆v τ , ε 0 (T − τ + 1)] = B b=0 E[∆v τ |ε 0 (T − τ + 1)]P{b τ = b, ε 0 (T − τ + 1)} (21) where
P{b τ = b, ε 0 (T − τ + 1)} = P{b τ = b} − 
where T (s) = T t =1 I(ε s (t))(s = 1, 2) is the type-s ranking error. From [26] , we have the following equation in our setting:
Letl j = 2loдT д j (1−ξ )ξ 2 (∆ j ) 2 where д j = min{ϕ j , ζ } and ξ ∈ (0, 1), according to Lemma 5 in [26] and our Lemma 1 we have:
Let ξ = 2 3 , then
27loдT 2д j(ρ)+1 (∆ j(ρ)+1 ) 2 + 2 j(ρ)loдT
The proof of E[T (2) ] is same as the E[T (1) ], we have the following: 
If it occurred the ranking error situations for s = 1, 2, we have the following equation: 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed HATCH, a linear contextual multi-armed bandits with dynamic resource allocation of recommendation, to solve resources constraint problem in recommendation system. Experimental results have shown that our algorithm achieves (i) higher performance than aforementioned methods, (ii) better adaptation and more reasonable resources allocation. We present and give a theoretical analysis to prove that HATCH achieves a regret bound of O( √ T ). For the future work, we notice that applying a linear contextual multi-armed bandits in real world setting is fully stop. There are several directions such as improving the robustness and adapting to environment changes or extend this method in to more general conditions.
